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“They encourage us to 
look for original solutions 
to problems. This 
sparks inventiveness.’ 

Bill Greiner, Western Flectric 

Bill Greiner's problem: shaving 10-14 sec- What Bill did, essentially, was design and build 

onds off one operation in the manufacture of inte- a small dedicated computer that completely auto- 

grated circuits, while reducing error factor below —_ mates the process. An operator can push a button 

.001 inch. to align the integrated circuits automatically. A TV 

Bill is a staff member at Western Electric's | camera enlarges the image in silhouette form, 

Engineering Research $ aa [ 0) ~—s« my =scans the pattern, and 

Center, working primarily i oO : | [| feeds the voltage signal 

with the handling and test- § %j 4 —" ~=—sS—__ into Bill's computer. The 
ing of integrated circuits. . _ . computer calculates the 

Bill came to Western | “= ae position measurements 
Electric in 1968 after re- 4 1 a and triggers a stepping 

ceiving his MS from MIT. Pa ei ’ A table to correct the align- 

He earned his BS in Me- @ mo Ag ment. 
chanical Engineering at i s : ae The correction time is 
Yale. ? reduced to one second, 

“My work here has ditty, the error factor to .00025 
given me a better appre- inch inx and y, and Ya de- 

ciation of the problems in ’ gree in rotary. 

manufacturing,” said Bill. é iy . Bill finds the challenge 

His automatic TV system yo y of electronics and logic 

for the alignment of inte- 2h Ul MGT Oe ee Cséesign extremely stimulat- 

At one phase of the manufacturing process, involved in a variety of fields.” | 

operators must correct alignment of integrated cir- What does he find most satisfying about his 

cuits by hand—a job that took up to fifteen seconds, job at Western Electric? ‘‘Well,”’ said Bill, ‘I look 

and was accurate to only .001 inchinx andy, and for an amount of responsibility. And here I’m 

to one degree in rotary. encouraged to take it.” 

© Western Electric 

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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You might have a little trouble making the con- Still primarily a food company, our rapidly 
nection... but, at Quaker an engineer gets changing product line indicates growth and 
involved with many types of projects... . diversification. Aunt Jemima, Cap'n Crunch, 
projects directly related to your particular dis- Puss & Boots and Ken’'L Ration are a few of 
cipline. We seek Chemical, Mechanical, Civil, the established brand names associated with 
and Electrical Engineers for a wide variety of our company. Quaker expansion is directed 

work in Research, Food and Chemical Produc- into a number of new businesses . . . speciality 

tion, and a host of other jobs. chemicals, restaurants, frozen foods and now, 
Fisher-Price Toys. Our diversity, flexibility and 

| international operations can mean a high de- 
gree of mobility for the skilled, innovative 
individuals we seek 

Quaker’s continuing commitment to success 
demands an ability to grow and change... 
in this atmosphere there is no room for the 
engineer who avoids responsibility. If the 
future of our company is something you might 
like to be a part of, talk to our representative 

when he visits your campus or write to: 
Supervisor—College Relations, THE QUAKER 
OATS COMPANY, Merchandise Mart Plaza, 
Chicago, Illinois 60654. An Equal Opportunity 

Employer. Our Representative will be on campus 
? FEBRUARY 19, 1971. 

THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY 

QUAKER 
JANUARY, 1971 1
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You'll never have to ask what’s new 
if you work for a company like this. 

What's new will probably be Constantly on the alert to That's you. If you'd like to be 
going on all around you. anything which shows promise of where the news is—see our 
Including whatever you're making our world a better place interviewer on campus. 
working on. Atlantic Richfield to live in. But working this way Free—Get a giant 2512" x 33” 
is a vital, on-the-move place. requires a never-ending supply poster of The Girl for your room. 
Always interested in pushing the of new ideas, new energy and Write to: P.O. Box 158, 
unknown one step further back. new ways of looking at things. Bridgeport, Pa. 19405 

AtlanticRichfieldCompany WV An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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rr Eee “We are drifting toward a catastrophe beyond comparison. We 
| oe oe shall require a substantially new manner of thinking if mankind is 

ee Be to survive.” — (Albert Einstein) 
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5. Given A2 + B2 = C2 + D2 
Find the lowest set of integers which makes the 

( J / / es equation true. Note, that zero squared is 
undefined. 

aeRO ae ok ake 

6. A monkey and his uncle are suspended at equal 

distances from the floor at opposite ends of a 

rope which passes through a pulley. The rope 

weighs four ounces per foot. The weight of the 

Ww monkey in pounds equals the age of the 

monkey’s uncle in years. The age of the uncle 

~ A\ plus that of the monkey equals four years. The 

uncle is twice as old as the monkey was when 

the uncle was half as old as the monkey will be 

C f when the monkey is three times as old as the 

uncle was when the uncle was three times as old 

as the monkey. The weight of the rope plus the 

\ weight of the monkey’s uncle is one-half again 

as much as the difference between the weight of 

the monkey and that of the uncle plus the 
weight of the monkey. How long is the rope? 

How old is the monkey? 

Heo ok ok ok ok ok ok 

7. There are four flies on the four corners of a 
square. Each one faces the fly next to him, in a 

clockwise direction. Each starts walking at a 

certain instant, always walking directly toward 

the fly he was originally facing. All walk at the 

same speed. When they meet at the center, how 

far has each walked? 

OK OK OK ok ok ok ok 

0) 8. Circlesare stacked so as to fit in a triangle of 8” 

base and 10” altitude as shown: 

| 
1. What are the next two numbers in this progres- | 

sion: 61,52.63,94... 
Heo ok ok oe ok 

2. The next progression was presented by Tom 

Hauge as a quiz to a (hint) computer science 

class. Find the last number: 10, 11,12, 13, 14, 
15,22. 101, 1010,?... | 

ck ok ok ok ok ok ok | 

3. Given a 10 gallon container full of water, one 

empty 7 gallon container, and one empty 3 Each circle is inscribed in the triangle and resting | 

gallon container, divide the 10 gallons into two on the circle below. 

equal portions. There are an infinite number of circles 

2 SPOR HE RR involved. 

4. With the following configuration of match- a. What is the sum of the circumferences of 
sticks, move one and improve the approxima- all the circles? 

tion. b. What would be the total surface if the 
figure represents spheres in a cone? 

a x »4 {I ce. What fraction of the triangle’s area is 
| | J = sa ceeinete covered by these circles? 

V | [ (Answers on Page 18) 
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Editorial — 

‘“"..... where grievances pile high and most of the elected 

spokesmen represent the Establishment, violence may 

be the only effective response.”’ 

Supreme Court Justice 
William O. Douglas 

“Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel 

the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military 

machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and 

goals, so that security and liberty may prosper to- 

gether.” 

Dwight D. Eisenhower 

“A free government with an uncontrolled power of 
military conscription is the most abominable contradic- 

tion and nonsense that ever entered into the heads of 

men.” 
Daniel Webster 

“Overgrown military establishments are, under any 
form of government, inauspicious to liberty, and are to 

be regarded as particularly hostile to... liberty.” 

George Washington 

[tt*] 
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Earthbound Explorers Probe 

Lunar Rocks 

by Kerry Brookman 

CAN A THIMBLEFUL of brownish powdered “That requires,” says Haskin, ‘ta more complex 
rock or a polished stone section the size of a quarter history of the lunar rocks than some hoped would be 
reveal something of the origins of the moon and the case.” 
earth? The second factor of interest in the europium 

The possibility that they indeed can was put to a depletion is that the same deficiency is found in 
rigorous test last fall when 141 scientists, among submarine basalts from the earth’s mid-ocean ridges, 
them University of Wisconsin chemist Larry Haskin although the depletion on the moon exceeds that of 
and geologist Fugene Cameron, began analyzing small earth basalts. 
samples of Apollo 11s 70 pound rock cargo. A more striking similarity is the relative abun- 

The samples had already been found by NASA dances of the other rare earths — their concentrations 
scientists to be igneous basalts formed from molten are much the same in both lunar and submarine ridge 
volcanic lava or magma. Haskin’s and Cameron’s basalts. This suggests that similar chemical processes 
studies began from that point they analyzed min- operate in rock formation on the moon and at the 
eral composition and trace element concentrations of ocean ridges, Haskin observes. 
the lunar samples with the goal of discovering In contrast, rare earth abundances in basalts found 
conditions and processes of rock formation on the on continents and oceanic islands do not match those 
moon. in the lunar material. 

Trace Elements Studied Opaque Mineral Studies 

On seventh floor of the Madison campus’s New In a basement lab in Science Hall, Eugene 

Chemistry Building, Haskin, post-doctoral fellow Cameron began delving into the structural mysteries Ralph Allen and graduate student Philip Helmke of the lunar samples last October. 
spent much of last fall analyzing the lunar rocks for He looked at the textures and compositions of the 
trace chemical elements, those non-essential to the opaque minerals. Considered together, the minerals structure of a mineral. The quantity of these trace and their textures give a good indication of the 

clements is significant to geochemists because it tells conditions and processes of rock formation because something about the liquids from which the rocks each species develops only under a certain range of 
crystallized heat and pressure. 

Haskin explains the presence of the non-essential Cameron’s samples arrived in the form of polished elements: “When rocks form, their minerals are made sections, and the first step in his analyses was to 
of the elements most abundant in the parent material. examine the sections under a reflecting optical 
Minute quantities of other elements are also present microscope. 
when the minerals form and have to find a place for 
themselves. Some are trapped inside the minerals, Microscope and Microprobe Used 
others may be in cracks and along mineral grain 

boundaries.” 

Concentrations of these elements are low, he adds. Phe reflecting microscope permits viewing of 
Extraction of a quantity of gold weighing the same as opaque minerals by directing a beam of light onto the a penny would require all the gold from 1,000 tons of polished section, The opaque crystals reflect the light, 
lunar rock, allowing the number of minerals present and, to some 

extent, their concentrations and composition, to be 
Rocks Irradiated determined. 

Exact composition of the lunar minerals had to be 
Haskin used neutron activation analysis, a tech- determined with a more sensitive instrument, the 

nique requiring only tiny amounts of powdered rock electron microprobe. Like the neutron activation 
and soil, for his studies. method used by Haskin, the microprobe can observe 

The procedure begins with irradiation of the trace amounts of an element. 
samples in a nuclear reactor, Haskin explains. During The same polished sections studied with the 
irradiation, neutrons generated in’ the reactor, reflecting microscope can be placed in the high- 
that formed the lunar rocks were not in contact with vacuum chamber of the microprobe. Each mineral 
feldspars during the final stages of development but, grain to be analyzed is brought into the path of a 
on freezing, produced rocks that contained a consid- beam of electrons emitted by a tungsten filament. 
erable amount of feldspar. Two systems of magnetic lenses can focus the beam 

6 WISCONSIN ENGINEER



to a diameter as small as 1/25,000 inch for analysis of the parent liquids of the Sea of Tranquillity rocks had 

unimaginably tiny mineral grains a limited compositional range. He believes the high 

When the electron beam hits a mineral crystal, titanium content of armalcolite and ilmenite resulted 

x-rays of characteristic wavelength are emitted by either from materials that were already rich in 

atoms of each element present. Concentrations are titanium or became enriched in the process of partial 
found by measuring the intensities of the x-rays and melting. 

comparing them with intensities of x-rays emitted by Cameron also concludes, with a touch of regret. 

standards of known chemical composition. that the Apollo 11 finding, particularly the lack of 

water, creates doubt that there is any chance of 

New Compounds Found finding a wide variety of rocks and minerals on the 

moon, 

“Of course.” he adds. “we have to be cautious 

From these studies, Cameron found several new because we only have samples from one small place 
minerals. One, a titanium-iron oxide quite rich in Undoubtedly we have a lot to learn before we can 

titanium, was dubbed armalcolite in honor of the know the full variety of rocks available.” 

Apollo 11 crew. Ilmenite, the opaque mineral domi- Both Haskin and Cameron have done little more 
nant in the lunar samples, is also a titanium-iron than preliminary research on the Apollo 12 rocks. 

oxide but has a lower titanium content than armal- Cameron suspects their titanium content is not nearly 
colite. as high as that found in the Apollo T1 rocks: Haskin 

Second in abundance was troilite, an iron sulfide is unwilling to speculate at all on his early results. 

containing globules of cobalt-bearing native iron. This Unlike the dramatic public announcements that 
mineral association is not found at all on earth. Its flowed from the January Lunar Science Conference, 
formation on the moon must be due to very low results of the Apollo 12 studies will trickle from 

oxygen and sulfur pressures in melts from which the individual labs when each investigator chooses. 

rocks crystallized, Cameron explains. Funding for both projects was furnished by the 

That water is completely lacking in the lunar National Aeronautics and Space Administration: 

minerals was Cameron’s third major finding. Most Cameron's microprobe investigations were financed in 
mineral deposits on earth formed in systems with part by the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation 
abundant water, he notes, and many of the mineral and by the National Science Foundation 

deposits we use today would never have formed 

without water. a . . . 

Cameron’s research has led him to conclude that (This article was first presented in UIR/Research Newsletter) 
a — 

Just what you need — another test. But try 

it anyway. It might give you an insight into 
your own personality ... and hopefully, 
into the personality of our company. 

Observe the ink blots. What do you see? 

A big black butterfly! This indicates a 
well-adjusted, outgoing type. If it's flying, 
you're way out! 

Pair of eyes? Paranoia 

A Blueprint for a new expressway 
interchange. You have a keen analytical 

mind with masochistic tendencies 

2 Y Two ADM trademarks? You make 
friends readily— especially with us. If 

you missed them, take another look 

Here's what the symbol really stands for: 

A 68-year-old firm having 70 plants 
and offices in 23 states with $350+ 
million annual sales in food and 
agricultural related products. 

A world-wide, organization serving such 
industries as food, feed, protective coatings, 
chemical, paper just to name a few. 

A Decatur, Illinois based, growth-minded 
company seeking chemical, mechanical and 

agricultural engineers for production 
positions leading to management 
Test ADM's career opportunities by 
interviewing with us on campus or write: 
Manager — Professional Employment 

ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND COMPANY 

BOX 1470 DECATUR, ILLINOIS 62526 

An equal opportunity employer. 
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As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, you will want to remember this: 

it is not just “a job” you are seeking—it should be the beginning of a career. And if it is to be 

successful, both you and your employer must need and want each other. 

To help you with your decision, we invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft. Currently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the ever-broadening avenues of 
energy conversion for every environment... all opening up new avenues of exploration in every 

field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The technical staff working on these 

programs, backed by Management's determination to provide the best and most advanced facilities 

and scientific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea, 

air and space programs so vital to our country’s future. 

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment 

and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education 

opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 

reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they 

do manage it. 

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING e AERONAUTICAL 
ENGINEERING e ENGINEERING SCIENCE ¢ ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

If your degree is in another field, consult your college placement officer—or write Mr, Len Black, 

Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

,; U 
ratt & Wh itn ey A ] rc raft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

’ HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT f ) 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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irst? ? Man First? Man Last‘ 

by HUGH H. ILTIS 

The ubiquitous conservation speeches coral reef and prairie land who shall and moderates the homocentric part of 

and environmental panels of today are speak for you? My grandchild may need himself; not until man accepts the pri- 

dealing mainly with urgent problems of to know you, to see and smell you, to hear macy of the beauty, diversity, and integ- 

population, pollution, and crowding. That and feel you, to be alive —bright and rity of nature and limits his domination 

the priorities are given to these big-city, happy! and his numbers, placing equally great 

strictly human, homocentric syndromes is Yet among all the many programs of value on the preservation of the environ- 

obvious and understandable. People die the recent “Teach-ins” at the University ment and on his own life, is there hope 
of pollution, people go crazy with crowd- of Michigan and at Northwestern Univer- that man will survive. 

ing, ‘people: ‘slarve: and lay’ waste the sity and 1000 other campuses, few spoke If we are to usher in an Age of Ecologic 
lands through overpopulation. for the wild environment, for nature, fora Reason, we must accept the certainty of 

Hopefully, we may yet solve the pollu- Morpho butterfly in a Peruvian valley, for a radical economic and political restruc- 

tion crisis; we can, I think, clean up our 4 timber wolf chasing caribou in Alaska. turing as well as ethical and cultural re- 
polluted nests. But if, in cleaning up the This lack of concern is understandable, structuring of society. No more expanding 
cities. we forsake the rest of life, if we, because man now occupies every bit of economics. No more expanding agricul- 

in our human preoccupation, let all but the earth and like a dictator, controls, or tures. No more expanding populations. 

corn and “cow slide into the abysmal thinks he could control, if he wished, No new unnecessary dams. No new su- 

finality of irreversible extinction, our — every living thing. As some see it, except perfluous industries. No new destructive 

species indeed will have committed eco- for a few primitive tribes, “Man has... — subdivisions. We must stop and limit 

logical suicide. : _ broken contact almost entirely with the — ourselves, now. 

However, there is no cause for opti- ecological universe that existed before his . 
mism in the broader environmental crisis, culture developed. He no longer occupies Let the archaic power structures of the 
for the specters of ecosystem collapse, of — ecological niches: he makes them.”! technologically intoxicated cultures of the 

catastrophic extinctions of most living But have our genes ceased to need the USA, USSR, Japan, and others, listen and 
animal species and of a vast number of environment that shaped them? If we listen well to the winds of change: 

plant species, are on the horizon, destroy ecosystems and species with aban- . . 
According to Talbot (BioScience, 15 don ecosystems to which we are adapted, The earth and the web of life come first, 

March 1970), 3% of the world’s mam- species whose values we do not yet know, man comes second; . 

mals became extinct in historic times, and cannot predict. we surely do it at profits and “progress” come last. 

not counting such prehistoric wonders as our own peril. . : 
the Irish Elk or the Mammoth, and most Thus, the lack of focus on the natural Man now is responsible for every wolf, 
of them during the past 50 years! Today, environment, on the wild animals and 2S well as for every child, for prairie and 

10% to 12% can be considered endan- plants, on the woods and streams, is ocean as well as for every field. 

gered, extrapolating from the conserva- — frightening. Henceforth the laws to govern man 
live 8% of species and subspecies listed as Who defends wilderness, the natural, must be the laws of ecology, not the laws 
periled in the Red Data Book for Mam- unspoiled environment? Who defends _ of a self-destructive laissez-faire econom- 
mals of the International Union for the the environment in which we evolved, ics. And what the laws of ecology say is 
Conservation of Nature, and perhaps 130 and which we still need in all its purity? that we, we fancy apes, are forever re- 
of the 400 United States mammal taxa are Who, except for a vociferous but ineffec- lated to, forever responsible for this clean 
believed to be threatened with extinction. tive minority? air, for this green, flower-decked, and 
Birds are faring no better! S. Dillon The ultimate question one has to ask — fragile earth. 
Ripley of the Smithsonian Institution re- js this: Shall man come first, always first, a | 

cently estimated that a majority of animal at the expense of other life? And is this. Indeed, what ecology teaches us, what | 
species will be extinct by the year 2000! really first? In the short run, this may be Hl implores us 16: learn, is that all things, 

And Kenneth Boulding suggests that, expedient: in the long run, impossible. living and dead, including Se oe inter- 
with the present rate of human reproduc- Not until man places man second, or, related within the web of life. This must 
tion, in another generation it may be {9 be more precise, not until man accepts be the foundation of our new ethics. 

economically impossible to maintain any pig dependency on nature and puts him- If you love your children, if you wish 
animals, except domesticated ones, out- self in place as part of it, not until then them to be happy, love your earth with 

side of 700s. does man put man first! This is the great tender care and pass it on to them diverse 
Butterfly and wild flower, mountain paradox of human ecology. Not until and beautiful, so that they, 10,000 years 

hon and caribou, blue whale and pelican, — man sees the light and submits gracefully hence, may live in a universe still diverse 

The author is with the botany department of the University of — ——— and beautiful, and find joy and wonder 
Wisconsin, Madison 'G. L. Stebbins, Saturday Review, March 1970. in being alive 
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‘| As a species, man probably will sur- In fact, their insight into engineering Scientists discovered the truth about 

vive. According to some, such a was often: much less than, what engi- environmental problems; engineers 

statement is a gesture of optimism. neers knew of the liberal arts, humani- will help solve those problems through 
There are those, qualified to be heard, ties, and social sciences. innovative environmental engineering. 

who foresee a dead planet, killed not Now, however, one can See far Scientists discovered the truths about 

by thermonuclear wat but by over; | enough into the future—a disquiet- the nature of animal fibers; engineers 

population .., famine’. . . thirst .. . -ing, almost. frightening future —to helped change animal, vegetable, and 

fouled air. know. that, the kind of leadership we mineral elements to produce improved 

A grim vision. And, because these will need must include both engineers “man-made” fibers that require no 
things could so-easily happen, a terrify- and scientists. in pressing, that-are dirt-resistant, water- 
ing one. In terms of ‘right now, of today, we resistant, and shock-resistant. 

Anyone who cares — and fortunately, can re-state the survival problem in Still, the fact remains that when man 
so-many do — knows also that if some- quite another way: any young.man or set foot on the moon, that triumph was 

thing does indeed ultimately destroy - woman who decides to become an credited to scientists. It was, of course; 

us, it will be because man. chose to engineer can know that this career theirs in part. But it was the engineers 
misuse technology instead of employ- will lead not just to satisfying work but who were responsible for making the 

ing it wisely toa role-in changing the world. Liter- first moon shot work. 

. ge we ally. By transforming technological A man on the moon. 
For engineers and scientists, this is , . Y 

. knowledge into human renewal. By Earth day. F 
profoundly troubling. As they look at - é ‘ 

5 assuring survival. These two events, separated by so 
the world around them, and _ at’ its ee i wy : , 

: This is a process that will require little time, sum up. so well what man 
problems and concerns, they aren’t apt ! i . . 5 . . , the work of two separate professions. can achieve. And how he can fail. 
to offer simple solutions. But let’s ac- vee a) \ 
Kiiowledge with them that part ot sols The distinction between them often 

. 8 } P : eludes the general public, but there is PAYING THE PRICE 
ing any problem, even. any of these, is vo 4S pels S Pusat F . es ‘ 

; } ofa a difference between the “scientist” Having credited the engineer for his 
simply identifying the problem. s tixces a . 

; | and the “engineer. triumphs, we can ask to what extent 

. Let Sabre On another point. If man’s The scientist discovers principles and is the engineer at fault when technol- 
survival is being endangered by tech- uncovers pure truth. But knowledge — ogy fails? Probably less than his critics 
nology, then there's little doubt that known but not used —is, of course, would claim; perhaps more than he 
his survival also turns on technology. OF nO Value may realize. The engineer, in his con- 

Part of the solution to the ultimate Engineers, however, are the profes- centration on making miracles happen, 

problem, then, will obviously have to sional users of knowledge = who. take assumed the public realized that such 
be hug a Equally obvious: the the scientists’ principles and apply miracles ate seldom beneficent to 

, major job of solving that problem them to some purpose in imaginative everyone. There’s always. a price to be 
must thus be entrusted to men and and innovative ways. paid. The engineer rarely makes the 

wemen capable of dealing profes- Some ‘engineers tell it a different point, just as the public often forgets it. 

hk sionally with it— the men and women way. They repeat a favorite expression Housewives, for instance, do indeed 
professionally known as engineers. of their friends who are aeronautical prefer “whiter than white’ washes. 

If this is so, and it’s hard to believe engineers: “Scientists learn what is — Chemical ‘engineers devised a way to 

otherwise, then a subtle and important’ engineers create what never was.” give that to them. The price was phos- 

change must take place in the ranks. of Admittedly, and more and more in phates. The proper amount is fine, but 

American leadership. contemporary society, scientists and too much phosphate by too many 

Historically, the men who have engineers work together and thus blur housewives in too little water can re- 

shaped this country—the men who the distinction further. sult*in a changed environment. The 

have directed jit, governed it and Medical scientists wanted to. help word becomes “pollution.” 

handled its political, social and finan- the human outlive his physical prob- That’s just one example from a list 

cial affairs — have been men who were lems; from the brilliance of biomedical that could be endless. Further  ex- 

trained as lawyers, businessmen, entre- engineers and their fertile minds came amples would also illustrate a basic 

preneurs; these leaders had’ seldom such creations as the Pacemaker, .to fact of this or almost any other free 

been trained as scientists or engineers. help human hearts. society: we tend to make ‘decisions 

Photograph Courtesy NASA
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| gineering job today. With , the prop er b ackground, a senior |. jow what this means, It means th: y year a decreasing | | 
Sa ee iia ye rn ae EAE SUR I ules CEN tay UC ae eM Gans ek Tee ee ice PO Oot AY y ree , 0} er engi TUNG AS Ay: 

| -sistants to him in his work grow overwhelmingly, To permit 7. eh a 

See aoe ee eee eee re re tre Oe eee ea ae tae ea ee ee ea 
| openings ‘such as draftsmen, technicians: and engineering.  OFSTEes In Engineering in. ivovo VE the Paccalaureates Con: 

p| ates. Tne range Tor Such Personnel Nas: NECOME: ENOMIOU Ge erent Me ea noe a ua ate ae nt ore 
| there are both short-range and degree programs in such _ Mmately.1 per cent went to black men'and women, =~ 
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people resent and even hate those to reach of the average family.” ‘ “Let us remind ourselves,” he noted, 
whom they become indebted. But, he warned, “it is an axiom that “that perhaps 10 percent of the work- 

The discoveries of science, he noted,- the mere existence of man pollutes ing population are scientists and en- 
stimulated innovative minds to create the environment. The combination of gineers, that at least 90 per cent of the 

.| devices and machines. The discovery venture capital and the almost insati- working population have absolutely no 
by Michael Faraday of the law of elec- able desires of society exploit tech- knowledge, and in most instances no 
tromagnetic induction in 1831 laid the nology; the decisions are essentially | willingness, to know what the art and 
foundation for electrical’ machinery; society’s own responsibility.” science of engineering really is.” With- 
Heinrich Hertz’ demonstration of elec- The automobile, he said, is a classic out science and engineering, ‘their 
tromagnetic waves in 1887 opened the example of this. The production of life indeed would be a miserable one 
era of radio communications. cars within the economic reach of and they would clamor for every bit 

“The advent of farm machinery per- very large numbers of American fami- of comfort even though there is a price 

| mitted mechanization of farm work, lies justified real mass production. The attached to them.” : 

almost indispensable in the vast public responded enthusiastically, giv- He concluded that social and en- 

| reaches of the West,” he continued, In ing rise to new industrial enterprises — vironmental solutions will come only 

fact, “consistent mass production has and transforming the American land- through more science and technology, 

brought all necessities and nearly all scape and our living habits to a re- and not through restrictive action. 

desirable household effects within markable degree. In the long run, thus, perhaps the



best hope for wiser use of techno- Are we to become so completely cent book Looking for Dilmun, is a 

logical power rests in the hands of dependent. on machine technology whole civilization that existed on the 

-| young men and women now thinking that. we abandon natural beauty en- Red Sea shore of Arabia, apparently a 

about how, during their lifetimes, they tirely in favor of totally-controlled link-between the cultures of Northern 

will use their years of achievement. environments? Or will we use new _Africa and of. India. Its. builders built 

If they decide on engineering, what technological resources as an aid for no pyramids to house dead kings. Nor 

might they contribute in the next men to enjoy the benefits of nature? did they leave ziggurats like the Meso- 

twenty years? The probabilities could One way or the other, the next potamians, man-made mountains 

almost take that long to count. Here generation of engineers will be an; which brought the priests of Assyria 

arevacfeWis swering these questions. And in so and Babylon closer to their sky-gods. 

. doing, developing technologies. un- This latest culture found by the arch- 

O Use of lasers nm dozens of ways dreamed-of today. More humane tech- eologist’s spade built: its houses and 

FanSing from brain-surgery to mes- nologies. ~ palaces of humble brick, the baked- 
sage transmission to tunnel building. clay brick that is still a standard build- 

OSelf-renewing fuel cells to power THE OPPORTUNITY AND DEMAND ing material in the Middle East. But 

vehicles, or to light and heat houses Of all the professions (save one, these primitive people built, and left 

for years. teaching) engineering boasts the great- as their real monument, something 

CThree-dimensional, full-color pic- est numbers. More than one million else: a system of canals and ditches for’ 

ture-phone systems. persons are active in all branches of drainage and irrigation, in the heart of 

. engineering. Job opportunities for engi- what is now a sand desert. 

Qo Energy-generation by controlled neers have risen more rapidly over the It was engineered. 

photosynthesis. past decade than have opportunities Perhaps the first engineer was the 

O Packages made from organic com- for all other workers. Despite abrupt human who discovered the principle 

ponents that, when disposed of, are softenings and shifts in our never- of the wheel. And perhaps the first 

waste-free in the recycling process. predictable economy, there were 40 scientist was the one who discovered 

C Nuclear power harnessed to de-salt per cent more job openings for engi- fire. In any case, we do know that 

séa wale neers in 1970 than there were in 1965. every human culture from history con- 

. . . This situation of over-demand_and sistently presents evidence of scienti- 
O Hydroponic farming — growing food under-supply presents a philosophical fic knowledge and technological. skill. 

in special solutions instead of soil — irony. The very things that today’s 

to increase food production for an youngumen and women want the most : pene 

increasingly populated world. —lasting changes in man’s attitudes a 

0 Computers that improve health care towards nature, more perceptive atti- sie 

by aiding in clinical tests, monitoring tudes toward man himself —are pre- ; setter 

the patient and “memorizing” his cisely the things which engineers are os | 

health record. educated for and equipped to deliver. : :. 

C1 Restoration of beaches and coasts, The personal qualities that the young Bees. | ¢ 
stabilization of shore lines and com- treasure most—honesty, directness, Beh | 
plete exploration of the ocean bot- imagination, style, innovation, deci- setereteretd 
toms. sion-making — are-inherent in the engi- : ae | 

neering profession itself. pics 

Development of reusable rocket Perhaps the best way to see what 1 Be SCE 
boosters and nuclear power for engineering is (and can become) ‘is e8 cs | 

deep-space vehicles. simply to trace what has happened, : x - 7 “ 2 q 

Some of these processes have the and is now afoot, in the profession. wit reifepeeeietecseet 

gaudy excitement of new gadgetry. : ; on anes 

Others, however, are as much at one A CATALOGUE OF WONDERS ° : : tae ee ter ee | 

with nature as the water-wheel or the Archeologists are constantly digging Sree opie feevenrnr 

windmill. Which will catch our imagin- ,up new finds. One of the latest, de- ; : ees one 

ations? And command our resources? scribed by Geoffrey Bibby in his re- ” plane sete



ns seataesessaeasrageseaeeteectatets atatate katate Seton, ecetetetatatatetatatet the engineer himself “a professional,” 
sressceaecccesecmeeten aerate a person endowed with the knowl- 

| felatatereradstarascndssesssecetacecesesocstatsentanetstats Bereteteh ital ctate’ , : edge, objectivity and integrity which 
i Daraceralatetetonatatcestassereenseres eceseceseecateccestotaters® lactase okacaseCatetoratatetetaty set him apart. 

Y sLeselsletatecetatetetetatetet, olotenstecetatnats oe cotoen But no historian, nor philosopher, 

afasitamseaegrensecececens ‘ stats sc r oeres ‘ can_say exactly when early man made 

tatstitote reset lett teretet eaters i : a crucial, decision which has shaped 

: Seidiatatatctataeseciecaystoseletalesetatcty : : ‘ : engineering to this day — the decision 

ie ‘ sccouetenceateestetecatacatettee : vetatatetetetate that nature was.a hostile fortress to be 
: teecaratieletece dice eeeenetetet etcarieeaay a See , besieged and taken. Nature was an 

ae eerie, neta As WE ae : 8 i , enemy to be overcome. 
ee ete otto eats ; paises ; 0 Perhaps that, decision is implicit in 

ee oeatatan eat : all of human history since the begin- 
i ¢ ‘ ie , ning. Perhaps. the odds, originally 

: weighted so heavily in favor of nature 

eat ; and against man, have made us all see 

he sf our lives in terms of a battle against 

2 o,°, natural forces. 

: : : But man has changed the odds. Be- 
neree : cause. we now can manipulate our 

: sere! . . environment, we may well end up by 

ea oe ere = Seseratecateretese! destroying it. 

: : : But the liquidation of nature by man 
We tend to think of ancient engi- constructed as an enormously sophis- is not foreordained. Human cunning 

neering mostly in terms of bigness. ticated astronomical instrument. One and contrivance can save as well as 

Because they built pyramids and tem- could go listing other neglected mas- destroy. Already, this sense of knowl- 

.ples, still visible today, we see the ters of engineering, from the Saracens edge as-both a plowshare and sword 

Egyptians -as -the earliest engineers. who built impregnable castles in the has produced momentous changes in 

Then came the Greeks and then the hills of the Holy Land to the Chinese the way we train our specialists. 

Romans. From the Romans on, -engi- Emperors whose Great Wall stretched 

neers —the. word probably evolved for over 1,500-miles. THE EDUCATION OF AN ENGINEER 

from the Latin for “ingenuity” — date History tells us that all men, every- One definition of the professional, 

their formal professional history. where, from the beginning, have been be he doctor, lawyer, architect or en- 

The catalogue of early engineering builders and innovators. gineer, is that he possesses a body of 

wonders can be nearly endless. But The historical catalogue of man’s special knowledge acquired by exact- 

note what some historians of. engi- achievements can also explain how ing, precise training. For hundreds of 

neering tend to omit—the_ lesser modern “engineering emerged in the years most engineers could gain such 

marvels and those of peoples long Western culture. The evolution of training only as apprentices. Formal 
considered primitive. : engineering, from the later Middle study of the sciences and mathematics 

Thor. Heyerdahl taught us, for in- Ages through the Renaissance and into underlying engineering knowledge was 

stance, that the -outrigger vessels of the 18th century, was as. a-,special reserved for an elite. 

the Polynesians. were (and are). de- profession with distinctive sub-disci- The. growth of engineering educa- 

liberately. planned by generations of plines. Such a study provides an under- tion —as opposed to training in crafts- 

professionals — engineers, as ‘it were, standing of the.interrelationships and manship — can be measured simply. 

in marine design. then the gradual separations into ‘the In 1920, only 4,620 B.S. degrees in en- 

Other investigations reveal — that first. standard engineering specialities: gineering were awarded, compared 

those | blue-stained, . sun-worshipping military; civil; mechanical, etc. The with 39,970: in 1969. This 50-year 

Britons despised by. Rome performed Industrial Revolution made mechanical growth mirrors the hunger of a grow- 

atleast one engineering feat that stops engineering, in particular, an even ing technological culture for the edu- 

the breath: Stonehenge, apparently more specialized art—and also made cation which nourishes it.



However, such statistics only par- area of formal engineering education | sory for engineers to devote approxi- 

tially indicate what is happening. These is the doctorate. As recently as 1957 mately one-quarter of their studies to 

count the students being graduated by only about 600 such degrees were the humanities, the social sciences and 

institutions awarding the Bachelor of granted. In 1969 the number was 3,378. the arts. Their graduates, now rising 

Science in engineering, usually after Between: these extremes, new pro- to distinction in business, government 

the standard four years of college ed- grams are developing which are re- and academic work, do not apologize 

ucation. But so intense is the need for ferred to as four-year B.S. programs in for this mix in their program. Rather, 

talent in the spectrum of engineering technology. as one notable engineering college 

education that other systems of edu- Some 65 schools graduated 2,858 “alumnus said: “We're giving the 

cation are growing up alongside the such students in 1968-69. Such gradu- humanities its real emphasis. You 

standard baccalureate programs. ates receive more technical instruction can’t be an engineer today without 

At one end of the spectrum are and/or management courses than the understanding the matrix in which 

junior - colleges, community - colleges two-year engineering technician, and engineering rests.” 

and extension programs — in such tech- get a Bachelor's degree. Thus, at all accredited engineering 

nical training as computer program- The educational spectrum is chang- schools, the typical curriculum stresses 

ming, aero space, electronics, engi- ing, is widening, is broadening. The an essential double involvement, in 

neering draftmanship and dozens of demands for men and women. are the specifics of engineering and ‘in the 

others. These offer one, two or more growing. The concept of engineer- broader themes of history, literature, 

years of training in specialty areas that ing ‘education’ includes more than philosophy, and the social sciences. 

demand trained technicians. The grad- technological knowledge. Such insistence might be only lip- 

uate can become an “engineering / service to the demands of culture-with- 

aide” and can receive an associate in THE HUMANITIES a-capital-C. But the indications are that 

engineering degree. In more than 2,000 A glance through the catalogues of courses in the humanities — long in- 

communities, such programs are avail- almost any of the 269 engineering sisted upon by leading engineers who 

able; some 19,000 students were grad- schools in the U.S. shows the shape:of recognized their ‘importance — sud- 

uated last year. change. Or better yet, if we visit the denly are being recognized and _in- 
At the other extreme, the truly pro- campuses, attend the classes and talk sisted upon by the students themselves. 

fessional engineer of the future proba- with some of the students, we can The newly emerging graduate with an 

bly will hold an advanced degree or pinpoint what's happening. engineering degree is aware of the 

advanced education. Some engineer- For instance, all accredited engi- value of such courses to his major aim 

ing colleges, for example, already have neering institutions make it compul- — engineering achievements. 

developed five-year and six-year pro- 

grams of study leading beyond the B.S. isosesutheanscatasreebecrlestseuedecteec ecole eel tthe MMe ose tozt ce Ttes ole la utecelecasotassbelatesecagepeses 
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degree. In such developing interdis- Wouetelaniecrteggnoneesoetecastenege gma etaloneticeraeteats op cecatatoratenetacatatorstocatetsteease 
ciplinary specialties as bio-engineering ERISA Coelelateleteleteleteceteleters Memmccaseteceteterers tecete 

and systems engineering, graduate Rei ioinienn sig sateretatetetet fee ee hse cout Zsleletetee st ; 
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tial. Advanced degree programs are Sehetinee tis ne peseetiree ie Setar tment nitty : 
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comparable to those made on medical ite eli cctehhto tt an rete teal sin ctl Mai tat foarns Sateest ete 

students (and by promising corre- Hoc aes Beeps oocscssereLelesecerecetetetetececoseseceney eee ater cece esse] 
sponding rewards), the programs re- poldiciiicesimnraiie pete seceic ieee et oe eR nn 
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years reconcile the need for advanced saesececaseleceiinscs po". Sas. ae ; Dei 

education with the need for engineers otal oe : 
who have capabilities not previously. ND tance a eae : aan < ; | 

required. The most rapidly growing eee sn oy OSG ; ; one



THE SCIENCES life. For example, biochemical engi- future permanent employment and to 

Part of this same new maturity in neers are experimenting with ways of give them seasoning. Instead of reflect- 

‘| engineering education is a shift in atti- using colonies of bacteria to generate ing the bad old days when an engineer 

tude toward the sciences. On one electric power. And. transportation en- was educated by simple apprenticeship 
level, this new approach is a confu- gineers are trying to plan ways to to a practitioner, the varieties of op- 
sion of realms. The old distinctions be- move individuals from their homes via portunities — either on or off the cam- 

tween scientist and engineer (and the commuter corridors directly to their pus—are evidence of the fact that 

old myths about both) are being eradi- offices five, ten, thirty miles away. the education of the engineer is a 
cated. Traditions sometimes die hard. ‘The implosion in engineering is also combination of the best efforts of 

But today the teaching of science to the product of an even mors profound both the. engineering schools and 

engineers is burying forever the myth phenomenon: . basic change in the industry. 

of the engineer simply adapting other Oe rereashchy a and 

men’s discoveries to material ends. ’ ( 
Early in their college career, engineer- SNBIDEENNE curricula see the jobe.of a I ae . 

ing students take courses — in mathe- the engineer anes of harmonizing Satie: a the same ee whith 
matics and physics, for example — man’s needs with nature, of accom- lure people into engineering — ele- 

which would have dismayed the physi- modating ..human technology with reed like curiosity and adveniturel= 

cists and mathematicians of a genera- natural forces and FesOurces. ead ‘away from ‘the outing ane grad- 
: : : In effect, the engineer is also becom- ual progress of the everyday job, They 

tign! ago: That youngsters " het lite » ing an ecologist. lead instead to special opportunities. 

feers: cani ‘absorb today’s Mafenal To bridge-building in under-developed 

testifies to the dramatic changes . nations for the civil engineer. Or to the 

the teaching of mathematics and THE CAREER OF AN ENGINEER projects like utilities designs for en- 
ssienice in’ the secondary schigals. , Just-as an engineer's professional vironmentally-controlled cities, still on 

More to the point, now Sngineenng “education must continue after he grad- the. drawing boards. Or to ways to 

students receive intensive instruction uates, so his career can begin before restore once-swimmable seashore areas 
in science so that they can grasp more his schooling is completed. to pollution-free beaches again. Or 
firmly the theoretical implications of Most engineering schools, in addi- to perfect pollution-free autos. 

their profession. tion to educating future engineers, Let’s look a little more carefully at 
Because every school of engineering serve as centers of research and as these two kinds of opportunities, and 

has its own view of how to educate project centers for industry and gov- do so through the eyes of a young 

its students, generalizations are diffi- ernment. By working with faculty engineering graduate who feels 
cult. But technological change is one members and others on such projects, strongly that he wants a career of 

reason why virtually every engineering the qualified student interested in a achievement, of accomplishment. 

‘school offers scores of “interdisci- particular specialty can involve himself If he considers the field of corpora- 

plinary” courses — and why the whole in its practicalities while he’s still in tions, large or small, he will quickly 
engineering curriculum is __ being school. Similarly, the cooperative engi- -| find that during the past decade they 
divided and subdivided. For instance, neering education programs | and have increasingly come to understand 
the Engineers Council for. Professional work-study programs sponsored by this need of engineers for achievement 
Development now: accredits 67 differ- business firms offer students practical —and_ indeed of their own firms. Evi- 
ent curricula, including such new ones experience and. money in return for dence of this abounds in the recruiting 
as _ environmental engineering and their. months of on-the-job work each advertising which: these corporations 

management engineering. year; the same is true regarding sum- direct at young engineers: 

At the same time, the demands of mer employment. “To solve America’s man-size traffic 

the sciences on engineering are form- In part, the abundance of opportun- jams, our firm needs man-sized hands.” 

ing new links and breeding new hybrid ity available to the student reflects the “When it comes to projects, we 

disciplines. To the current generation shortage of specific types of engi- don’t talk about fads, frills and fancy 

of students, the interdependence of neers. In part, also, it mirrors the stuff. We just name our current proj- 

science and engineering must be rec- eagerness of potential employers to ects. See if they don’t measure up to 

ognized as a basic fact of professional single out promising prospects for what you’re really looking for.”



“Want technological growing room? list of the 500 largest industrial cor- mitments of talent and capital to help 

Furnishing elbow room for new ideas porations in the U.S, (ranked: by sales). solve such problems. 

is an old story at our corporation.” On the 1970 FORTUNE list, Texas In- “From here out,” a rubber-industry 

“In the next few years, our engineers struments stands as 135th. executive has said, “we are going to 

and scientists will be working on new Or, for that matter, drive along divert increased. productivity to im- 

ideas and products to improve man’s Boston’s famed Route 128, where in proving the quality of life rather than 

diet, housing, clothing and shoes; re- recent years dozens of companies be- the quantity of possessions.” 

duce the toll of viral diseases; make gun by engineers have located them- This massive shift in priorities: means 

light’ without heat; enhance X-ray selves. In a nation supposedly domi- that-the engineer in business can. be 

diagnosis; control insect plagues; re- nated by a few giant corporations, working as hard on survival issues as 

pair human hearts or kidneys; turn technological entrepreneuring has paid the academician. or the engineer in 

oceans into drinking water... and engineers virtually in diamonds. government service, or as the most 

anything else you might think of.” The engineer, moreover, is perhaps concerned official of the Audubon 

Each of these messages is sincere in one citizen for whom such entrepre- Society or the Sierra Club. 

defining the need for young engineers. neurship holds the fewest risks. A plan- ~ In truth, nobody today can know 

Each advertiser is indeed looking for ner by training, the engineer can see ~| what will be the impact of a ripening 

the young creative mind that will de- around corners that the salesman, for technology on the quality of life. 

velop solutions, not further problems. instance, may not know are there. We’re so used to the slag-heaps, pol- 

But perhaps our hypothetical job- Most importantly, an engineer's skills luted air and human waste of an in- 

hunter has a strong sense of inde- are locked in his brain, and implicit in dustrial civilization that we cannot 

pendence and it prompts him to strike his profession is an understanding of imagine them gone. 

out for himself as a consultant in his change. If he understands,’ too, that he But 20 years ago, the miniaturization 

own particular specialty. himself must broaden his scope (and of ‘electrical circuits had only begun 

Most consulting engineers (like most learn the vocabulary of business man- . . . computers were still monsters 

consultants in other fields) begin as agement as well as that of his spe- made of big vacuum tubes .. . more 

some firm’s employee. When they have cialty), his independence or his mem- people travelled by train than by air- 

amassed the type of specialized pro- bership in a firm can be well rewarded. plane... and it still took 14 hours to 

fessional knowledge for which clients fly from New York to London. 

want to pay, realistic engineers then OPPORTUNITIES FOR SERVICE The difference between what was. | 

often hang up their own shingles. Not Perhaps the worst mistake a young and what is—that, too, is the engi- 

every man needs to strike out on his engineering graduate can make is to neer’s job. 

own. So vast and complex is our tech- assume that private businesses — 

nology that new discoveries and large- whether they’re the big corporations WHO SHOULD BE AN ENGINEER? 

scale applications are most frequently or the consultants in his specialty — For all its brevity, this question chal- 

the products of teamwork. are uninterested in the changing re- lenges some deeply-held convictions. 

To succeed as a soloist in engineer- sponsibilities of the engineer. Many engineers believe that their spe- 

ing has become increasingly difficult Nothing, literally, could be farther cial calling appeals only to those with ~ 

in other than specialized areas. More from the truth. When Henry Ford II recognizable “aptitudes” for the tools 

often, a team of engineers sees the can insist. in public that “the first of the engineer — the physical sciences 

potential in some new development priority of (the Ford Motor.Company) and mathematics. And ’ disturbingly, 

and —as a group of three or four men during the 1970’s will be our environ- many high school students feel that 

—gathers enough money to form a ment,” laymen and engineers should they lack the aptitudes. Or that some- 

small company and give the new idea take note. Concern with man and his how a flair for poetry or music or 

a try. To be sure, few such efforts grow environment has bitten deep into the foreign languages or art is incompatible 

and prosper at least to the:extent that corporate conscience. According to a with a sensitivity to numbers and the 

they become giant corporations. recent FORTUNE survey, six out of properties of the physical world. 

But some do. Take for instance ten chief executives of the country’s Another fact that often goes un- 

Texas Instruments. Once it was a tiny largest corporations feel that “environ- noticed is that an engineering degree 

venture, run out of a garage. Its size ment is a problem of the highest prior- has long proved it can open doors on 

today can be measured by FORTUNE’s ity.” Most expect to make huge com- successful careers in a wide variety of
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occupations—from accounting to —and more gifted —students, as every _|. Given time, this learning will turn 

medicine. For the young student who profession does.. Indeed, engineering every school boy and girl into know- 

feels he “can do anything” and for especially needs those who can see ing citizens. 

the student who doesn’t know what in the profession a means to wider The job of explaining engineering to 

he does want to become, it’s. worth ends, ‘not merely an end in itself. students and the -public is a job for 

noting that today most graduate man- On the other hand, thousands of engineers themselves. Knowing that 

agement-business classes are_made up students thrive on-the intellectual. dis- time is’ short, many engineers already 

of a large percentage of engineers, cipline ~and decision-making which are narrowing the gap in understanding 

just as many engineers are now be- engineering training enforces. between their calling and the layman. 

coming medical doctors. Looking at The gap between the profession it- Working through their professional 

the employment market, it seems no |’ self and these: potential engineers is associations and their employers, they 

/ exaggeration to say that an engineer- beginning to narrow. The drastic have embarked on a wide variety of 

ing education will be to the 70’s what changes.in our educational system re- projects. Some current ones include: 

a liberal arts education was to the quired to close this gap are under way. G sponsoring local surveys on the en- 

50’s. FORTUNE, in fact, has predicted In our elementary schools, children ‘vironment and conservation; 

that by 1980, 75°/o of corporate officers are learning that numbers are beautiful Osetting up speakers’ bureaus to ar- 

in the U.S. will come from engineering as well as useful. And that the sciences range talks in local elementary, junior 

backgrounds. are not to be found only in textbooks high and senior high schools; 

Misconceptions about engineering about famous men . . . or in experi- O working with educators to introduce 

are unfortunate; its advantages have ments that merely repeat results al- courses that help high school students 

remained undetected for too long, On ready known. Rather these reflect a to understand the concepts behind 

~ the one hand, engineering needs more special way of looking at the world. technologies surrounding them today;
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O developing exhibits of current and (Most notable is the group called Ex- significance of engineering, and_ its 
future technological trends for display periments in Art and Technology, in- closeness to the concerns of those un- 
in local libraries and circulation to the volving both artists and engineers, in- trained in its skills. 
schools; dividually and with corporate financ- . Above all, such programs .arouse 

Y ~ 
Eeseablishing:aclule-seaeationsdaurses ing. For example, part of an American people to ask questions about engi- 
far . Rancane neers focusin h the pavilion’s exhibit at Osaka’s EXPO '70 neers and engineering. To consider 

= 1 iy 1 oO 4 . ® - . y Dw new ae basic vaeeests and resulted from the combined. creative engineering know-how as the vital re- 
hysics: »* efforts of EAT, engineering students source it is. To look to tomorrow with 

Paystcs; and a major corporation.) x ..a sense of constructive urgency. Be- 
O lending technical assistance to artists The purpose of such programs is | cause, to an extraordinary degree, the 
and musicians on projects involvin simple: to create, within a local com- | people who will make that tomorrow 8 p 
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onthe timeline? 
To gain the competitive edge, the experts in downhill slalom have 

this advice: ‘‘Watch the time line—the fastest course line.” 

“In the race against time, if a skier slips off and goes too low in the 
traverses, he’ll lose precious seconds.” 

As you look to your future course, watch for the company whose 
progress is on a time line with your own. 

Ask companies about their expansion and modernization programs (ours is an optimistic 
$221 million). Find out if you’re interested in the markets they’re interested in. 

If they have a position that fits the course you’ve set. If they promote from within. 

Don’t settle for salary and status quo. We don’t. Pick a time at your college placement office. 
Let’s discuss your future. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. 

Timken® bearings are sold all over the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil, Canada, 
SoS ee England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A. 
I | Eque ‘ On your campus... An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f). 

|  February22,1971 | ° 
| A Timken Company representative 

| Would like to talk with you! ve ! | 
Nc eee 

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, FINE ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS, 

JANUARY, 1971 
MA
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What's in a Name? ats in a Name! 

Have you ever wondered what to put on an interview form or application 
blank under the heading “type of work desired?” Professor James A. Marks, 
placement director, has compiled the following job title dictionary and has 
distributed it to both students and interviewers in order to improve understand- 
ing regarding job interests, but the Wisconsin Engineer feels that it may also be 
a helpful reference in planning your carcer. 

Design Engineering The engineer in design prepares plans and specifications for new products 
or redesigns existing products to make improvements. He selects materials 
and components and may recommend manufacturing processes. Design 
may also include the fabrication and testing of design concepts and models. 
Specifications, product cost and engineering objectives must always be kept 
in mind, 

Development Development engineers are responsible for developing new products and 
finding new uses for established products to meet the needs of industry or 
of the individual consumer. They concentrate on problems such as planning, 
designing, and testing products to match performance requirements. They 
also seek to effect product improvement for increased performance efficien- 
cy, higher quality, and lower manufacturing costs. 

Production Supervision The production supervisor is responsible for producing a product in desired 
quantity and quality and for the safe performance of the men and equip- 
ment in the operating unit assigned to him. Responsible for: 
(1) Instructing others in proper operating procedures, then following up 

to assure compliance. 
(2) Planning production and maintenance schedules. 
(3) Assisting in resolving labor problems. 
(4) Initiating process-improvement programs to reduce costs. 
Obtain new scientific knowledge of physical and human phenomena. Ap- 

Research plied research would be doing much the same thing in areas impinging upon 
technologies of interest to the company. Other aspects of research might 
include: 
(a) Investigate new fields and discover new products 
(b) Provide new uses for products 

(c) Improve existing products and processes 
Sales Engineering The sales engineer acts as a liaison between sales and engineering and is 

responsible for customer contact and technical specification analysis. This 
includes preparing quotations and initiating and recommending engineer- 
ing design changes. He may also advise on application problems, handle 
correspondence on product quality, toxicity, and visit customers with sales- 
men on serious problems, and prepare evaluation reports on experimental 
products with key accounts. 

Vield Service Engineering The field service engineer usually is in close contact with the customer. His 
duties often include supervising installation and instructing customer per- 
sonnel in the operation and maintenance of the product. 

Technical Services Providing maintenance and repair of consumer, commercial and industrial 
products and systems at service centers and at customer sites. 

(continued next page) 
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JOB TITLE DICTIONARY continued 

Facilities Control Engineering The Facilities Control Engineer has primary responsibility for the planning 
and incorporation of new equipment and facilities, the replacement of worn 
or obsolete facilities, and the maintenance of equipment. He prepares cost 
reduction and quality improvement studies. He also performs economic 
analysis studies—comparing models of equipment or alternate methods of 
operation. A Facilities Control Engineer is typically required to plan new 
equipment or facilities to increase existing production or to produce a new 
product. 

Test Process Engineering The Test Process Engineer is responsible for providing the test equipment 
and test procedures that will assure meeting production and manufacturing 
schedules. He determines the most efficient and economical methods of 
performing calibrations and test operations for sub-assemblies and/or 
completed equipment, plans and writes test specifications and processes, 
and determines test equipment required. 

Controls Engineering The Control Engineer, usually an electrical engineer, designs and develops 
systems which control a large variety of machines, processing lines and 
material handling operations. Working with relays, transistors, silicon con- 
trolled rectifiers and accessory items; implemented by a knowledge of ma- 
chine characteristics, digital logic, systems analysis and manufacturing 
techniques, the engineer solves the many, varied control problems encoun- 
tered in industry. 

Plant Engineering Planning, developing, installing, and maintaining the plant facilities and 
services required ky the company are the responsibilities of the Plant Engi- 
neer. Duties could be layout of machines and equipment, layout of new or 
existing plants, provide heavier electrical systems, expand or remodel pro- 
duction lines, increase compressed air services, provide air conditioning 
and humidity control, install larger boilers and all of the other engineered 
services required in a modern industrial plant. 

Quality Control Engineering The Quality Control Engineer is responsible for the quality and reliability 
of the product. He controls and evaluates all manufacturing materials and 
operations which affect product quality and reliability. His specific duties: 
(a) Develop and perform incoming, in-process, and final inspection pro- 

cedures. 
(b) Provide facilities for calibrating instruments, equipment, and tooling. 
(c) Develop quality assurance procedures that ensure that maintenance 

of reliability is inherent in the design. 
(d) Develop methods of measurement and sampling size from which to 

provide design engineering with statistical guidance. 
(e) Perform quality acceptance evaluations. 
(£) Evaluate module and component reliability needs and status. 

Process Engineering Responsible for designing new plants, making changes in existing plants, 
and engineering new processes. Maybe trouble shooting an existing process 
and locating its bottlenecks, in order to increase production capacity, to 
improve product quality, and to lower operating costs. Or, you may be 

assigned to develop a new process, adapting it to industrial equipment in 
a pilot plant. 

Development Engineering A development engineer initiates design changes in existing products; modi- 
fies existing products; prepares engineering specifications to keep produc- 
tion within cost limits. 
It is the function of the production engineer to create maximum value from 
given inputs. His assignments include increasing production capacity, de- 
bottlenecking, and improving overall efficiency. He is involved in reworking 
existing units or designing new units to produce a new product, installing 
and starting up new equipment, and making improvements in procedures 
of materials handling and quality control. 

Preduct Engineering Product Engineering designs for production and solves problems of manu- 
facturing operations, engineering changes, costs, and servicing. Responsi- 
bility continues throughout the manufacturing of a product and includes 
the handling of engineering changes. 

Product Test Engineering Product Test Engineering initiates the analysis of new product capabilities. 

Engineers in this area follow a product from early design concepts through 
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the first manufactured units, devising test procedures in advance, and origi- 
nating methods that will predict product capabilities accurately. 

Materials Engineering Advise design and development engineers on the availability of materials. 
Evaluate materials and process developments for product line and design 
groups. 
Prepare specifications on non-standard equipment, initiating the purchase 
of components and the development of special devices to meet customer 
requirements.Assist and advise design engineers in the development of 
equipment. Direct technicians and drafting personnel in the development 
of customized instrumentation and control systems. Coordinate all phases 
of an assigned project with the customer and with the project team. 

Programmer Functions: Develop and maintain advanced programming systems which 
enhance and extend the usefulness of computer systems. Analyze software 
and evaluate customer's programming requirements. Provide liaison be- 
tween marketing and engineering teams. 

Systems Engineer (Data Processing) Functions: Analyze the requirements of science, industry and the govern- 
ment in all areas of data processing, including communications, information 
storage and retrieval, random access, command and control, process control 
and real-time systems. Evaluate alternative systems to meet these require- 
ments in both hardware and software. Design tests and diagnostic pro- 
cedures to verify performance of prototype equipment according to speci- 

fications. 
Reliability Engineering Conduct component and system reliability studies in order to determine 

product effectiveness. Analyze test results and make recommendations for 
changes to insure compliance with customer specifications. 

Systems Engineering Position: Systems engineer will be trained to interpret, evaluate, and comply 
with customer specifications. He coordinates efforts of the various engineer- 
ing disciplines (electrical, mechanical, maintainability, reliability); also 
procurement, production, and manufacturing engineering efforts. Customer 
and sub-contractor engineering liaison is also his responsibility. He sched- 
ules engineering manpower and end item design and testing to assure that 
the product is properly designed, tested and delivered to the customer on 
time. Specifications for sub-contract items are generated by the systems 
engineer, and he furnishes other engineering data to procurement to aid in 
the purchase of these items. In summary, the systems engineer obtains, 
analyzes and evaluates technical data to fulfill requirements of both the 
customer and his company’s own engineering and production facilities. 

Value Engineering Position: Value engineering has staff responsibility for reinforcing operat- 
ing divisions, with the objective of improving product quality while 
reducing cost. The engineer's duties will involve planning, execution and 
evaluation of cost improvement projects covering all phases from product 
inception through design, development, testing, equipment design, tool- 
ing, and production. 

Production Control Engineering The Production Control Engineer is responsible for designing new control 
systems, the installation of these systems, and the improvement of sched- 
uling systems which coordinate production efforts. 

Project Engineering The Project Engineer designs equipment, supervises its installation and 
handles initial operation. Development of new processes and equipment to 
reduce cost and improve quality, equipment and methods to promote use 
and sale and to provide technical assistance to plants and customers as 
requested, 

Manufacturing Engineering Manufacturing engineers develop new standards, study manufacturing 
processes for methods of improvement, prepare cost estimates for new 
product proposals and develop new concepts for automating machinery 
and equipment. Closely related to Production Engineering. 

Maunfacturing Methods Engineering The Manufacturing Methods Engineer determines the necessary equip- 
ment, tools and instructions for production of an equipment in accordance 
with drawings and specifications from Design Engineering. His responsi- 
bility extends: 
(a) from the time a product has been designed and released for production 
(b) through the design, set-up, and initial operation of the production line 
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JOB TITLE DICTIONARY continued 

(c) until the units are complete and ready for testing, and 
(d) the operating production line is turned over to Line Supervision. 
General duties: Prepares plans for the application of automated data proc- 

essing equipment to the solution of company data recording, reporting and 
operational and administrative problems, and follows development of the 
plans to satisfactory application. 

Systems Design and Development Systems Design and Development helps to create new computer systems, 
Engineering with development engineering, product engineering, and programming 

teams working together to plan and develop an entire system, construct a 

working model, test it and help put it into production. 
Circuit Design (Data Processing) Functions: Design high-speed linear and switching circuits for use in central 

processor and input-output equipment. Develop advanced memory tech. 
niques including thin films, large-scale partial switching, linear-select core 
memories and coincident-current core memories. Develop microminiaturi- 
zation techniques. Develop power systems for power supply design, cable 
design, start-up switches and interlocks. 

Electro-Mechanical Engineer Functions: Design mechanical components for input-output equipment, 
(Data Processing) including high-speed mechanisms operating in milliseconds, repeatable in 

microseconds and with operating life in the hundreds of millions of cycles. 
This equipment performs the functions of printing, feeding, indexing, select- 
ing, sensing and punching. Analyze performance and reliability require- 
ments while stressing simplicity, serviceability and cost. Develop techniques 
and equipment to test and evaluate prototype models. Evaluate develop- 
ments in metallurgy, kinematics, fluid dynamics, physics, magnetics and 
optics affecting the state-of-the-art of electronic data processing mechanical 
components. Determine the optimum method for packaging circuitry by 
evaluating materials, component cooling, and vibration and structural con- 
siderations. A 

ee 

Encl Uni 

Educati IE 
STUDENT ENGINEERS — The Cost? — Nothing above what you already pay. 
Do you know of any one course that offers: The Credit? — Infinite. : oo 

1. Interdiciplinary involvement What is it? — A fraternity. Now you know the 
2. Social contact name, go back through the list. If you don’t 
3. Parliamentary procedure and legal reasoning believe it, you better come and see it! 
4. Money management When? — February 14 and 15. 
5. Personnel management Where? — Watch for further announcements. 
6. Public relations 
7. Opportunities for job training P.S. — That one exam is the one you take after you 
8. Post graduate (also summer) job placement graduate. The exam is called LIFE and you ‘will 
AND ONLY REQUIRE ONE EXAM? pass it with a perfect mark. 
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Puzzle Answers 

1. The next two numbers in the  progres- 

sion... 61, 52, 63, 94... are 46 and 18. This 

one was a little tricky. The whole progression 

results from the integers 4, 5, 6, ... squared, 

and then reversed digitally. 

42=16...61,52 =25...52,etc. 
ok RR RR RK 

2. JI11111111. Yes, each number equals 10 but e e 

written in different bases: 10;9= 10; 109 = 1; E wmminate 3 

102 = 2020. How about that! 
ok ok ok ok ok OR 

the 
Step 10 gal 7 gal. 3 gal. e 

| 10 0 0 

» 8 | Negative Hl 3 4 3 eee 
IV 6 4 0 

V 6 l 3 
Vi 9 ] 0 

Vil 9 0 l 

VII 2 7 l 

IX 2 5 3 
x 5 5 0 

Rok OR KOK KR OR OK 

4. ane x xX | THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE PUBLISHER 

We wT 
IT 

ook ok ok ok ok ok ok 

5. Try [2, 11, 5, 10]. Is this right? [-2, -1, 1,2]? H 
xe KEK KKK 

6. Rope — 5 feet: Monkey — 1%; Uncle — 2%. 
KOR OR RR ke 

7. When the four flies meet at the center they have 

each walked a distance equal to a side of the 

square. 
ook ck ok Ok ck ok ok 2 

8. a. 107 

b. The total surface area of the figure is 302.75 5 

square inches. The formula for computing this : 

area is : A =maVrt+h? 4+ ort ; 
12.57R® (1/1-K*), where r is the radius of the CY) 
cone’s base, h is the height of the cone, R is the 

radius of the largest inscribed circle, and K is 

the Proportiounality constant of the inscribed 

circles’ radii (for this problem the value is .46). Marc 

c. The percentage of the icosceles triangle L 

covered by the insribed circles is 73.25. Note: ; 

The area of the circles is approximately 29.3 , 

square inches. The formula A = ar?(1/1K*) is 

used for this computation with the symbols 

having the same meaning as in part b. 
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Some time ago, | received a call from physics. At the end of five minutes, he along the wall. You then count the 

a colleague who asked if £ would be had not written anything. | asked if he number of marks, and this will give 
the referee on the grading of an ex- wished to give up, but he said no. He you the height of the building in bar- 
amination question. Ile was about to had many answers to this problem; he ometer units. A very direct method. 

give a student a zero for his answer to was just thinking of the best one. I ex- “OF course, if you want a more 

a physics question, while the student cused myself for interrupting him and sophisticated method, you can tie the 

claimed he should receive 2 perfect asked him to please go on. In the next barometer to the end of a string, swing 

score and would be if the system were minute, he dashed off his answer, it as a pendulum, and determine the 
not sect up against the student. The in- which read: value of “g” at the street level and at 
structor and the student agreed to an “Take the barometer to the top ol the top of the building. From the dif- 

impartial arbiter, and I was selected. the building and lean over the edge of ference between the two values of “g", 

I went to my colleague's office and the roof. Drop the barometer, ming the height of the building can, in prin- 

read the examination question: “Show its fall with a stopwatch. Then using ciple, be calculated. 
= it is possible to determine the the formula S =f Be calculate the Finally,” he concluded, “there are 

ea of a tall buillding with the aid height ot the building. many other ways of solving the prob- 

oe arom had “Tak a eee ie ] asked my Se lem: Probably the best,” he said, “is to 

he student had answered: ake if he would give up. He conceded, and fake the barometer to the basenient 
the barometer tu che top of che build- gave the student almost full credit. and knock on the  superintendent’s 
ing, attach a long rope to it, lower the In leaving my colleague’s office, | door. When the superintendent an- 

barometer to the street, and then bring recalled that the student had said he swers, you speak to him as follows: 

it up, measuring the length of rope. had other answers to the problem, so ‘Mr. Superintendent, here I have a fine 
The rength of the rope is the height of T asked him what they were. “Oh, yes, barometer. If you will tell me the 

the building. said the ae “T here are many ways height of this building, I will give you 

I pointed out that the stuc ent rea ly of getting the height of a tall building dhis waromerer?” 
had a strong case for full credit since with the aid of a barometer. For ex- . . oe 

: At this point, I asked the student if 
he had answered the question com- ample, you could take the barometer : 

he really did not know the conven- 
pletely and correctly. On the other out on a sunny day and measure the Goal answer ta eie.quesien. Ie aU 

ee * . %. . ° c ona ans 2 O 1s esuion. to d- 
hand, if full credit were given, it could height of the barometer, the length of ; 2 am 

a“ 2 ‘ , , mitted that he did, but said that he was 
well contribute to a high grade for the its shadow, and the length of the - . . 

rn . . : “qe fed up with high school and college 
student in his physics course. A high shadow of the building, and by the use : . . 

. . : . . instructors trying to teach him how to 
grade is supposed to certify competence of simple proportion, determine the thjnle. to «use thé “Selene meihiod.” 
‘ . ‘ F iudoneee ald 5 se > “scie c sthod, 
in physics, but the answer did not con- height of the building. ; a 

: : ees a and to explore the deep inner logic of 
firm this. I suggested that the student Fine,” I said, “and what are the ; : : : 

& é 59 the subject in a pedantic way, as is 
have another try at answering the ques- others? : 3 

. i : « yo co : often done in the new mathematics, 
tion. I was not surprised that my col- Yes,” said the student. “There is a ‘ . 

: rather than teaching him the structure 
league agreed, but I was somewhat very basic measurement method that . . oe . 

. . vee : of the subject. With this in mind, he 
surprised that the student did. you will like. In this method, you take decided . frokasiied 

I gave the student six minutes to the barometer and begin to walk up the SCIIeG, (td FENINE: SCHOLASUCISH fas: Gl 
answer the question, with the warning stairs. As you climb the stairs, you academic lark to challenge the Sputnik- 
this his answer should show some — mark. off the length of the barometer panicked classrooms of America. 
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Example problem from a Graduate Exam: A 
cross-eyed woodpecker with a cork leg and a 

@ synthetic rubber bill required four and one-half 

Right CGOn hours to peck three-fourths the distance through a 

cypress log 53 years old. Shingles cost 79 cents per 

hundred and weigh eight ounces each. 
Two engineers each had a horse, but they The log being pecked upon is 34 feet long and 

couldn’t decide which one belonged to whom. weighs 46 pounds per foot. Assuming that the 
They cut the mane off one horse so they could co-efficient of friction between the cypress log and 

recognize him, but it soon grew back. They they the bill is 0.097 and that there is negligible 
cut the tail off the other one, but it too grew back. resistance to diffusion, how many units of Vitamin 

Finally they measured the horses and found that B-1 will the woodpecker require to peck out 

the black one was four inches taller than the white enough shingles for a $7,500 barn with a detach- 

one. able chicken house? 
Tse Fe eee (The woodpecker has an efficiency of 97% and 

And then there was the Indian who was so fond gets time and a half for overtime.) 
if iced tea that he drank twenty gallons. The next ROR RRR ROKK 
day they found him dead in his teepee. Thermometers — Something else graduated with 

OR GRR GR ak ak ok degrees without having brains. 
Then there was the M.E. who thought that steel POS eee 

wool was the fleece from a hydraulic ram. One caveman to another: “Say what you will, 

me OR Stak: ee de we never had this crazy weather until they started 

Famous last words: ‘Hell, he won’t ask us using those bows and arrows.” 

that.” Gt ame ¥ hook RK ok KK ok 

CLASSIFIED AD / The best way to get rid of fleas is to take a bath 

Young man transferring from Engineering to 1” sand, then fub down, with alcohol. The fleas get g ig g g 
Arts & Sciences would like to trade one good stud drunk and kill each other throwing rocks. g study Seok OR ok ok ok ok ok 

rari ne sonra mattress. % Wife to husband: Is it true that you found your 

A doctor, an engineer and a lawyer were talking. sf coll ee LTS I 1b WW" the happiest Shumerpeans 
“My profession is the greatest,” said the doctor, of college? aR EER eR 

DECAIRS Jetiavah took a rib aut of Adam to give What’s the hurry? 
to Eve and that was the first operation. 5 , 

Phe engineer said his professi as the greatest 1 bousht anew textbook and, I'm trying to get g profession was g s 
Sa di : . . © to class before the next edition. since he had made order out of chaos. Rok ROK ROR ok 

the uae laqyer replied: “Ana, but ‘who made The current re-emphasis on education is typified 

re by one university that ruled that no athlete can be 
> i @é@¢°€é¢4€@;606|6 awarded a letter unless he can tell at a glance which 

Ff eg  e OK oR ok ok ok ok oe 

i | ew. hULULhlLULD ; ‘ Bcaprel ; 
Ff Fo A certain Chemical Engineering Prof was un- 

: . ; x _  . packing some glassware he had received from the 

— Feu Ss a exclaimed, “How absurd, this jar has no mouth!” 
.~.~ 4“ a | / Turning it over he was more astonished. “Why, 

7  . a a The statisticians tell us that the chances of there 
f. . . > a a 4 being a bomb on an airplane you board are about 
| Pe 8 y 5 K one in five thousand. The chances of there being 

ce: tw. a . two bombs on board are one in fifty thousand. If 
: . - « a Ph oS you use your head and take a bomb with you, the 

eis 7 J) ig odds are better. 
’ 4 : ao cA Lo Ya ok ROR OK Ok Ok ok 

9 ge " Th Engineering lectures are like steer horns — a 
point here, a point there, and a lot of bull in 

How High, Spiro? between. 
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Chemical engi hould talk with ; emicai engineers Snou alk WI1tnN. US. 

. Sl ry po es a 

8 cher Pe , 

g bs Pe Pe 

" "GS 

lon | 
im new typesetting, for 
example. Microfilm. Every 

’ h . ae: kind of image for the eye. 

Here's w y: 
In photography, principal source of our business, our seeks something closer to the environment pictured 

private language stems from chemical engineering. through the campus years invested in a professional 

Chemical engineers therefore seem to learn it quickest. education. That gives us our opening to talk about pro- 

It’s a good language to learn for an interesting, reward- _ duction, development, and marketing of our chemicals 

ing livelihood because Kodak photographic technology _for industry and laboratory, our plastics, and our fibers. 

underlies much of today’s communications, education, 3 ¢ 
enfertainment;.and even mediéal-care. Start the conversation with a note to 

All rather fundamental. EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

Photography needs chemical engineers to manufac- Business and Technical Personnel, 

ture its materials, to invent the next generation of them, Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

to make customers appreciate them. An equal-opportunity employer with major plants in 
But photography is not our only business. This fact Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex. 

broadens the choice for the chemical engineer who —_ and marketing activities almost everywhere.



When was the last time you went out for a 
breath of fresh air and got it? How long has it been since 
the sky looked really blue? 

Every day, our cities dump hundreds of thousands of 
tons of waste into the air. Carbon monoxide. Sulfur dioxide. 
Fluoride compounds. And plain old soot. 

If something isn’t done about air pollution in your 
lifetime, it may cut your lifetime short. 

Air pollution can be controlled. The key is technology. 
Technology and the engineers who can make it work. 

Engineers at General Electric are working on the 
problem from several directions. 

Rapid transit is one. In many cities, the automobile 
causes more than half the air pollution. In some cities, 
as much as 90%. But engineers at GE are designing 
new equipment for rapid-transit systems, encouraging 
more people to leave their cars in the garage. 

Another direction is nuclear power. General Electric’s 
: engineers designed the very first nuclear power plant 

ever licensed. A nuclear plant produces electricity without 
producing smoke. And as the need for new power plants 
continues to grow, that will make a big difference. 

There are other ways General Electric is fighting air 
pollution. Maybe you'd like to help. We could use your help. 
But don’t expect to come up with an overnight solution 
to the problem. 

The solution will take a lot of people, a lot of talent 
and a lot of time. You'll breathe easier — once you get started. 

An equal opportunity employer
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